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Review

Let’s huddle to prevent a muddle: centrosome
declustering as an attractive anticancer strategy
A Ogden1, PCG Rida1 and R Aneja*,1

Nearly a century ago, cell biologists postulated that the chromosomal aberrations blighting cancer cells might be caused by a
mysterious organelle—the centrosome—that had only just been discovered. For years, however, this enigmatic structure was
neglected in oncologic investigations and has only recently reemerged as a key suspect in tumorigenesis. A majority of cancer
cells, unlike healthy cells, possess an amplified centrosome complement, which they manage to coalesce neatly at two spindle
poles during mitosis. This clustering mechanism permits the cell to form a pseudo-bipolar mitotic spindle for segregation of
sister chromatids. On rare occasions this mechanism fails, resulting in declustered centrosomes and the assembly of a
multipolar spindle. Spindle multipolarity consigns the cell to an almost certain fate of mitotic arrest or death. The catastrophic
nature of multipolarity has attracted efforts to develop drugs that can induce declustering in cancer cells. Such
chemotherapeutics would theoretically spare healthy cells, whose normal centrosome complement should preclude multipolar
spindle formation. In search of the ‘Holy Grail’ of nontoxic, cancer cell-selective, and superiorly efficacious chemotherapy,
research is underway to elucidate the underpinnings of centrosome clustering mechanisms. Here, we detail the progress made
towards that end, highlighting seminal work and suggesting directions for future research, aimed at demystifying this riddling
cellular tactic and exploiting it for chemotherapeutic purposes. We also propose a model to highlight the integral role of
microtubule dynamicity and the delicate balance of forces on which cancer cells rely for effective centrosome clustering. Finally,
we provide insights regarding how perturbation of this balance may pave an inroad for inducing lethal centrosome dispersal and
death selectively in cancer cells.
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Facts
 Cancer cells cluster supernumerary centrosomes to avert
potentially lethal multipolar mitoses.
 Whereas cancer cells exhibiting centrosome amplification
rely on clustering for survival, this process is dispensable to
healthy human cells with a numerically normal centrosome
complement.
 As clustering is cancer cell-specific, targeted inhibition of
centrosome clustering mechanisms offers an opportunity
for nontoxic chemotherapy.

Open Questions
 What benefits do centrosome amplification and clustering
confer on cancer cells?
 Is microtubule dynamicity crucial for centrosome
clustering?

 Is declustering simply the failure of centrosome clustering
mechanisms or are there cellular factors that antagonize
clustering mechanisms?
 What are the specific modes of action of the known
centrosome declustering drugs?

The multitude which is not brought to act as a unity, is
confusion.
-Blaise Pascal
At the turn of the 20th century, pioneer cell biologists
observed an enigmatic structure residing near the cell center.
This curious organelle was denominated ‘centrosome’ by
renowned scientist Theodor Boveri, who noticed, along with
his contemporary David Paul von Hansemann, that malignant cells often contain multiple copies of the centrosome
along with an abnormal chromosome complement.1 At that
time, they conjectured that cells possessing a surfeit of
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centrosomes may be predisposed to asymmetric karyokinesis
and the resultant aneuploid state may drive malignancy.
Although this visionary notion was largely ignored for almost a
century, the centrosome today has reclaimed, much like its
interphase location, a central position in oncologic investigation.
The centrosome, which is the primary microtubule organizing center of the cell, duplicates during interphase to produce
a second partner with which it constructs a bipolar, fusiform,
spindle apparatus during mitosis. Dynamic microtubules
emanating from two centrosomes (spindle poles) then
apprehend the kinetochores of duplicated sister chromatids.
Once a critical level of tension or stretch is established across
each sister-chromatid pair, anaphase ensues, causing irreversible sister-chromatid segregation to the opposite poles of
the cell.2 Having only two centrosomes is thus crucial to
ensure equal partitioning of genetic material between the
two daughter cells. Cancers, especially the more aggressive
ones, harbor too many centrosomes. This feature correlates
strongly with chromosomal instability (CIN), karyotypic heterogeneity, and other malignant phenotypes.3,4 Supernumerary
centrosomes can prove lethal by inducing spindle multipolarity
with subsequent anaphase catastrophe5 or multipolar mitosis.6–8
Much evidence now supports a causative link between CIN
and malignant transformation, particularly in multi-step
carcinogenesis.9–11 However, dust has not settled on the
debate of whether a low level of aneuploidy is merely an
outcome of tolerable mitotic errors accrued by cancer cells or
whether it is an evolutionarily favored feature selected for
conferring some advantage on them. In this review, we
discuss the newly emerging paradigm that invokes a tumorpromoting role for low-level, whole-chromosome aneuploidy
and elaborate on a strategy that cancer cells utilize to both
manage extra centrosomes and maintain optimal aneuploidy,
viz, centrosome clustering. We also review how centrosome
amplification often occurs in cancer cells. Finally, we discuss
how centrosome clustering mechanisms represent attractive
targets for cancer cell-selective chemotherapy and a promising new direction in our effort to counter the clever schemes
cancer cells have evolved to ensure their survival.
The Centrosome: a Miniscule Marvel and Headquarters
of Cellular Control
The centrosome is a membrane-less organelle composed of a
cloud of pericentriolar material (PCM), and in most metazoan
cells a pair of mother and daughter centrioles that differ in age
and maturity.12 The orthogonally oriented centrioles are linked
together by a loose, proteinaceous tether.13 PCM components include g-tubulin ring complexes (g-TuRCs) and the
microtubules they nucleate, microtubule-associated proteins
(MAPs), Homologous to AUgmin Subunits (HAUS) complexes, and several other integral and satellite proteins.14 The
composition and architecture of the centrioles have been
characterized in great detail.14–16 Centrioles are proximodistally polarized, radially symmetric, cylindrical structures
typically composed of nine microtubule triplets, lumenal
proteins such as centrin-2 and 3, and distal components such
as centriolin.14–16 Recent research has revealed that the
mother centriole is perhaps not a bonafide template for
daughter centriole formation; rather, the mother is a platform
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for the expeditious recruitment of duplication factors to the
PCM and/or their activation within it.17 Furthermore, the
mother centriole organizes and stabilizes the PCM and
regulates its size.18,19 The centrosome organizes the microtubule cytoskeleton of a eukaryotic cell by nucleating,
anchoring, and releasing microtubules as needed.20 During
mitosis, the centrosome anchors a radial array of astral,
kinetochore, and interpolar microtubules, which form the
elegant spindle apparatus with the help of various MAPs and
motor proteins.21 As spindle abnormalities may result in
diverse cellular calamities, cells regulate centrosome structure and function very precisely.
Excess Baggage: how Cancer Cells Acquire Extra
Centrosomes
An increase in the number of centrosomes, termed centrosome
amplification, can arise from various aberrant processes,
including cell–cell fusion, centrosome fragmentation, de novo
centriole formation, dysregulation of the canonical centrosome
duplication cycle, and possibly cytokinesis failure.22–24 Regarding the last-named mechanism, it is noteworthy that a recent
study demonstrated that whereas cleavage failure is unlikely to
be a primary source of sustained centrosome amplification in
healthy cells, this mechanism may operate in some cancer cell
populations.25 In addition to exhibiting numerical abnormalities,
amplified centrosomes are oftentimes abnormal in structure,
function, or localization within the cell.26–28 Among the various
possible etiologies of centrosome amplification, much attention
has been focused on deregulation of the centrosome cycle as
many cancer-associated proteins are involved in regulating
centrosome duplication.29 Elucidation of the origins of centrosome overduplication may prove invaluable in designing cancer
therapies.
Two to tango: how licensing factors mechanistically
couple the centrosome and nuclear cycles. Normally, the
centrosome duplicates precisely once during interphase
coincident with DNA replication.13 Deregulation of centriole
duplication factors in interphase can result in rampant
centriole overduplication, as described in an excellent review
recently.30 Another important cause of centrosome amplification involves derailing of the ‘licensing’ mechanism that
entrains the centrosome cycle with the nuclear cycle. In
healthy cells, this system ensures that centriole duplication is
only initiated when appropriate, that is, when only one pair of
centrioles is present, and the cell is ready to divide. The
licensing mechanism utilizes a small fleet of licensing factors,
the presence or absence of which is an absolute block to
duplication irrespective of ambient centriole-duplicationfactor levels. As soon as duplication is initiated in S phase,
licensure is rescinded by inactivation or removal of the
licensing factors. The tight intercentriolar linker normally
functions as a centrosome-intrinsic block in duplication.22,31
This linker is relinquished (i.e., centrioles are disengaged and
licensed to duplicate) for just a brief interlude, from late M/
early G1 phase to the onset of centriole duplication in S
phase. Several proteins are implicated in centriole disengagement, but the best-characterized licensing players are
separase, Plk1, origin recognition complex1 (ORC1), and
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MCM5. As described below, these proteins’ activities are
normally coupled to critical events in the nuclear cycle to
prohibit centrosome amplification and its associated
liabilities.
Separase: the divisive divider. The cysteine protease,
separase, normally triggers anaphase onset by cleaving the
cohesin complex that holds bioriented sister chromatids
together.32 It turns out that separase also mediates timely
centriole licensing.31,33–35 The cell utilizes separase’s protease activity to cleave the tight intercentriolar linker to
license duplication, thereby coupling centriole duplication
mechanistically to the onset of sister-chromatid separation.34,36 These data engendered the hypothesis that cohesin
forms the tight intercentriolar linker. In support of this idea, all
elements of the cohesin complex are found in the centrosome, and cohesin depletion results in centriole disengagement.37–40 Furthermore, knockdown of an isoform of the
cohesin-binding protein, SGO1 (shugoshin), causes centriole
splitting.41 Intriguingly, experimental evidence also suggests
that cleaved cohesin promotes continued centriole engagement,34,38,42 perhaps by delivering ‘engagement factors’ to
the centrosome to preserve centriole cohesion until G1.38
Clearly, more data are awaited to clarify how centrioles
remain engaged for the appropriate segment of the cell cycle
and subsequently part ways in an exquisitely timed manner.
Plk1: the preeminent primer. The activity of Plk1, a major
mitotic regulator, is normally suppressed in interphase by
the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) protein, BubR1.43
Nevertheless, Plk1 activity slowly rises from S through G2
and peaks in mitosis. Plk1 not only mediates centriole
maturation42,44,45 but also primes centrioles for disengagement34 by phosphorylating cohesin and accelerating its
cleavage by separase.46 In addition, Plk1 may regulate
centrosomal localization of shugoshin and mediate centriole
disengagement by modifying shugoshin’s activity in preserving centriole cohesion.41 Although the finer details regarding
this mechanism remain murky, the importance of Plk1 and
cohesin in the process is evident. Plk1 also modifies the
newly formed procentrioles in M phase so that they are
competent to duplicate once disengaged.47 Importantly, the
restriction of Plk1-mediated daughter centriole modification
to M phase ensures that interphase procentrioles do not
generate their own procentrioles (i.e., centriole ‘granddaughters’). Cell cycle coupling of Plk1’s activities guarantees that
the licensing of centriole duplication occurs apropos.
ORC1 and MCM5: the moonlighting multipliers. The DNA
licensing factors, MCM5 and ORC1, may also participate in
centrosome licensing. In G1, ORC1 (an ORC component)
loads MCM complexes onto DNA replication origins, forming
pre-replication complexes, which fulfills the DNA-licensing
step.48 Concomitantly, rising Cyclin E levels promote
centriole disengagement and initiation of centriole duplication. Cyclin E binds and recruits MCM5 (an MCM complex
component) to the centrosome.49 Subsequently, rising Cyclin
A levels induce firing of DNA replication origins, degradation
of the majority of ORC1, and translocation of the remainder
of ORC1 and MCM5 to the cytosol and centrosome.50–52
ORC1 removal from the nucleus prevents untimely DNA
replication relicensure. At the centrosome, ORC1 and MCM5
impede centriole licensing by inhibiting Cyclin E-mediated

centriole disengagement. Thus, Cyclin A elegantly coordinates the blockade of DNA replication with cessation of
centriole duplication after S phase.
In summary, rigorous entrainment of the centrosome and
nuclear cycles guarantees that centrioles and DNA acquire
duplication licensure simultaneously. If centrioles gain license
prematurely, then they duplicate out of synchrony with DNA
and centrosome amplification results. The following section
details how the links between centrosome and nuclear cycles
frequently come undone in cancer cells.
Severing the ties that bind: how centrosome and nuclear
cycle uncoupling causes centrosome amplification.
Ample evidence shows that centrosome licensing factors
are deregulated in cancer. For instance, separase overexpression occurs in several cancers and correlates positively with tumor grade and negatively with survival.53 Plk1
upregulation is so widespread in malignancies that it has
been termed a ‘general feature of human cancer.’54 Although
ORC1 and MCM5 display aberrant expression in certain
transformed cells,55 MCM5 is consistently upregulated in
cancers and is considered a biomarker.56,57
Much evidence also links deregulation of centrosome
licensing factors with centriole overduplication. Ectopic
expression of E6 and E7 HPV oncogenes in human
keratinocytes induces simultaneous upregulation of Plk1
and centrosome amplification.58 In addition, Plk1 expression
is upregulated in patients suffering from premature chromatid
separation syndrome, a disorder characterized by its namesake as well as centrosome amplification and increased
incidence of childhood cancers.43 Consistent with the idea
that MCM5 is a negative licensor of centriole disengagement,
MCM5 knockdown in Chinese hamster ovary cells triggers
S-phase arrest and centriole overduplication.49 Similarly,
ORC1 depletion in U2OS cells results in coincidental
Cyclin-E upregulation and premature centriole disengagement, supporting the idea that ORC1 also functions as a
negative regulator of centriole licensing.49,51 The key point
illuminated under the clarifying headlamps of these studies is
that the deregulation of centriole duplication and licensing
factors often precipitates centrosome amplification. As centrosomes are amplified in solid and hematological malignancies
of virtually every organ system,59,60 a closer look at the cellular
consequences of centrosome amplification is warranted.
Rome cannot have too many Caesars: the problem with
centrosome amplification
The presence of more than two centrosomes within a cell
can potentially lead to spindle multipolarity during mitosis,
which increases the number of spindle poles to which sister
chromatids can become attached. The result is the formation
of more than two daughter cells that may be inviable owing to
catastrophic levels of chromosomal loss (viz, death-inducing,
high-grade aneuploidy). Paradoxically, however, cancer cells
frequently harbor extra centrosomes and yet manage to
thrive. It is being revealed, in piecemeal fashion, that cancer
cells hijack cellular mechanisms and deploy a sophisticated
and extensive arsenal of tactics to cluster supernumerary
centrosomes into two polar groups.6,61,62 Centrosome clustering
Cell Death and Differentiation
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allows the formation of a ‘pseudo-bipolar’ mitotic spindle as
depicted in Figure 1a, which averts multipolarity, the varying
degrees of which are depicted in Figures 1b–e. A closer look at
this clustering phenomenon has uncovered the formation of a
transient multipolar spindle intermediate before the centrosome
clustering mechanism engages.63,64 During this brief multipolar
state, there is accumulation of merotelic kinetochore–microtubule
attachments (i.e., attachment of microtubules from two different
spindle poles to the same kinetochore), which are poorly sensed
by the SAC mechanism. Merotelic attachments can severely
compromise genomic integrity and promote CIN by causing both
structural and numerical karyotypic abnormalities.65 The consequent low-grade aneuploidy is not merely an undesirable-butbenign consequence of cellular transformation but rather a
characteristic that actually drives malignancy and tumor evolution.66 This finding is corroborated by voluminous evidence that
centrosome amplification is an early event in carcinogenesis, as it
occurs in precancerous and preinvasive lesions.26,67 As a result,
an in-depth understanding of how centrosome amplification
and clustering occur might prove to form the cornerstone of
therapeutic intervention.
Surviving with Surplus: Managing Supernumerary
Centrosomes by Centrosome Clustering
A fascinating line of inquiry reflects on how cancer cells even
manage to survive with extra centrosomes. In certain cells
with supernumerary centrosomes, mechanisms such as
selective PCM removal lead to inactivation of at least some
of the centrosomes so that they cannot function as spindle
poles.68 However, nothing is currently known about whether
cancer cells employ such a strategy to consign extra
centrosomes to inconsequence. Another question to ponder
is whether cancer cells degrade extra centrosomes to evade
multipolarity, a phenomenon observed in oogenesis of certain
species in which centrosomes are paternally inherited during
development.69 A more extensively characterized stratagem
used by cancer cells to ensure bipolar mitoses is the clustering
of extra centrosomes. The following section details the
centrosome clustering mechanisms that cancer cells use to
mute the catastrophic impact of centrosome amplification and
avoid high-grade aneuploidy.
Check-in time for passengers: how spindle assembly
checkpoint activation and the chromosome passenger
complex aid and abet in centrosome clustering. Cancer
cells with supernumerary centrosomes cleverly deploy the

mitotic cell’s primary spindle self-diagnostic system, the
SAC, for their benefit. The SAC normally prevents anaphase
entry until all chromosomes have bioriented on the mitotic
spindle.2,70,71 The SAC-mediated delay in anaphase
onset also provides time for effecting centrosome clustering,
thereby promoting pseudo-bipolar mitosis and daughter cell
survival. The following observations support the idea that the
SAC facilitates centrosome clustering. SAC-mediated,
delayed passage through mitosis allows Plk4-overexpressing
fruitfly larvae, which exhibit centrosome amplification, to
cluster their extra centrosomes.68 Moreover, in near tetraploid Drosophila S2 cells, which naturally exhibit centrosome
amplification, clustering is inhibited by disabling SAC function
through Mad2 knockdown.6 However, when Mad2 knockdowns are treated with the proteasome inhibitor MG132,
which delays anaphase onset, clustering is accomplished.
These data bolster the notion that the SAC is required for
clustering because it delays anaphase onset, which provides
extra time for centrosome clustering.
Many cancer cell lines exhibit SAC protein overexpression,
which presumably equips them with a more robust SAC for
effective centrosome clustering. For example, Mad2 is overexpressed and associated with poorer prognosis and/or
advanced tumor grade in certain lines of lymphoma,10
osteosarcoma,72 soft tissue sarcoma,73 testicular germ cell
tumor,74 neuroblastoma,75 retinoblastoma,75 and cancers of
the bladder,75 colon,76 esophagus,77 liver,78 lung,79 and
stomach.80 SAC involvement in tumorigenesis, however, is
very complex and context-dependent. For instance, downregulation of SAC proteins such as Mad2 is also observed in
certain liver,81 ovarian,82 nasopharyngeal,83 and breast84
cancer lines. Complete knockdown of Mad2 is embryonically
lethal and results in severe aneuploidy and apoptosis in
mice.85 By contrast, Mad2 haploinsufficiency either directly
promotes chromosome missegregation and tumorigenesis86
or predisposes cells to carcinogen-induced malignant transformation.87 It seems that a particular balance of SAC proteins
may confer benefits for centrosome clustering, tumorigenesis,
or just survival, in a cell context-dependent manner. Overexpression of SAC proteins may provide not only more time
for clustering, thereby promoting cancer cell survival, but also
low-grade aneuploidy and CIN due to increased merotely.63
Alternatively, small decreases in SAC protein levels and/or
activity may result in a weakened rather than non-functional
SAC, also causing chromosome-segregation errors, CIN, and
low-grade but survivable aneuploidy. Further research is
needed to clarify cell line-specific differences in SAC protein

Figure 1 Pseudo-bipolar spindle formation prevents mitotic catastrophe-inducing multipolarity. (a) Confocal immunofluorescence image depicts a human prostate cancer
PC3 cell with centrosomes clustered at two opposite poles. The remaining cells are of the same type but have failed to cluster centrosomes, resulting in varying degrees of
multipolarity (b–e). Arrows indicate cells exhibiting the particular degree of multipolarity mentioned beneath the image. Arrowheads indicate representative acentrosomal
poles. (Centrin ¼ green; microtubules ¼ red; DNA ¼ blue)
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expression and their impact on centrosome clustering and
clinical outcomes.
Intriguingly, the chromosomal passenger complex (CPC)
and some of its targets are required for clustering in certain
human cancer cell lines that exhibit centrosome amplification.61 The CPC comprises four proteins: the SAC-associated
enzyme Aurora B and three of its nonenzyme regulators,
INCENP, survivin, and borealin. This complex is responsible
for promoting the correction of non-bioriented attachments
such as syntely and merotely.70 Knockdown of any of the CPC
members inhibits clustering and spindle bipolarity in oral
squamous cell UPCI:SCC114 cancer cells.61 It remains
unclear whether the CPC mediates clustering through its
usual function of misattachment correction or whether it
serves an additional role. One attractive hypothesis is that the
CPC effects clustering via its action on certain targets, namely
proteins involved in microtubule–kinetochore attachment and
sister-chromatid cohesion. Knockdown of CPC targets HEC1,
SPC24, or SPC25 (three of the four Ndc80 complex proteins)
inhibits clustering.61 The Ndc80 complex grasps microtubule
plus-ends at the kinetochore and stabilizes their association.88 Following Ndc80 knockdown, UPCI:SCC114 cells fail
to cluster centrosomes and arrest in metaphase, indicating
that sufficient tension across the kinetochore is necessary for
clustering.61 Knockdown of other proteins required for sensing
or generating tension, including CENPT, sororin, and SGOL1,
similarly results in clustering inhibition and arrest, strongly
suggesting that loss of tension at sister kinetochores causes
centrosome declustering. A recurring theme throughout the
literature is that a delicate force balance is necessary for the
execution of clustering, so it is intuitive that disruption of forces
at the kinetochore would impact clustering. More work is
required to shed light on the molecular details of the role of
kinetochore forces on centrosome coalescence.
Actin’ in concert: Actin, cell adhesion and polarity
proteins collaborate in centrosome clustering. Actin is
an indispensible and multifaceted component of the centrosome clustering process. F-actin depolymerization inhibits
clustering in Drosophila S2 cells and various human cancer
cells with extra centrosomes.6 Furthermore, clustering is
suppressed in S2 cells by knockdown of various actinregulating genes, such as those encoding Form3 (human
INF2), Rho1, tankyrase, and CG6891 (human COTL),
confirming the role of actin in clustering. One mechanism,
whereby actin promotes clustering, is by mediating cortexoriented centrosome migration during mitosis – a process
that is dramatically impaired upon actin depolymerization.
Cortical ‘cues’ established during interphase direct the
positioning of the mitotic spindle and centrosomes during
mitosis.89 Despite the anonymity of most of these cues, it is
evident that interphase cell-adhesion pattern contributes to
their establishment within the cortical actin meshwork. For
instance, plating breast cancer MDA-MB-231 cells with
amplified centrosomes on a fibronectin micropattern with a
single long axis results in spindle orientation along this axis,
whereas plating on an ‘O’ shaped micropattern results in
random spindle orientation.89 Cells plated on a micropattern
with a single long axis, but treated with an inhibitor of cortical
asymmetry, are less able to align their spindle along this

axis89 or to cluster centrosomes.6 Altogether, these experiments suggest a crucial role of interphase cell-adhesion
pattern in the asymmetric distribution of cortical cues (e.g., at
opposite cellular poles) to promote centrosome positioning,
clustering, and consequent spindle bipolarity.
Cortical actin not only provides a platform for the cortical
cues, but it is also involved in setting up the cues during
interphase. In plated cells, the interphase adhesion pattern
produces a corresponding pattern of actin-based retraction
fibers, at the cortical ends of which accumulate the cues.90,91
When these cells round up during mitosis, most focal
adhesions are endocytosed but retraction fibers persist,
retaining a memory of interphase cell-adhesion pattern.89
Cells that set up a bipolar rather than isotrophic pattern of
retraction fibers during interphase are more successful in
clustering centrosomes.6 Furthermore, various cell polarity
and adhesion proteins are required for clustering in partnership with actin.6,92 As the spotlight now focuses on the action
at the cell cortex, an exciting domain for future research would
be to further tease out the interplay between the actin
cytoskeleton on the one hand and focal adhesion components, cell polarity proteins, cortical landmarks, and force
generators on the other. Such studies will better define how
these molecular players coordinately shape the forces
exerted on centrosomes.
Aerialists on the microtubule trapeze: microtubulebinding proteins regulate centrosome clustering.
Recent studies have uncovered that multitudinous microtubule-binding proteins, including MAPs and microtubule
motors, have an integral role in clustering. We have
fashioned a model of clustering mechanisms (Figure 2) that
incorporates some of these proteins along with the SAC,
actin, cortical cues, and cell-adhesion proteins. Ultimately,
our model of global clustering mechanisms strives to
communicate how we envision this process occurs, despite
present gaps in knowledge and unresolved paradoxes. The
following section summarizes the contributions of microtubule-binding proteins to centrosome clustering.
HSET. The Kinesin-14 family member, HSET (also known
as KIFC1), a minus end-directed microtubule motor, has a
critical role in centrosome clustering in some cell lines.
Human HSET localizes between microtubules within the
mitotic spindle.93,94 HSET inhibition has no significant impact
on bipolar anaphase or cell viability in human BJ fibroblasts,
which exhibit virtually no centrosome amplification (B1%),95
as well as mouse NIH-3T3 fibroblast and human MCF-7
breast cancer cells, which exhibit only ‘low-level’ centrosome
amplification.6 However, in cells with a higher incidence of
centrosome amplification, such as isogenic tetraploids of the
aforementioned cell lines or MDA-MB-231 cells, bipolar
anaphase is inhibited and viability compromised by HSET
knockdown.6 These data suggest that the presence of a
‘normonumerary’ centrosome complement partly masks the
requirement for HSET in spindle organization. Although
HSET appears to serve no vital function when centrosome
number is normal, the minus-end-directed motor was
originally identified in embryonic mouse brain; consequently,
the possibility that the protein may serve a non-redundant
function during embryogenesis cannot be excluded.96
Cell Death and Differentiation
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Figure 2 Global centrosome clustering mechanisms. (a) During interphase, cell adhesion geometry results in establishment of a pattern of cortical cues, which are
preferentially distributed at the termini of the cell’s long axis (black line). (b) When the cell rounds up for mitosis, actin-rich retraction fibers retain a memory of the cell’s
interphase adhesion pattern and maintain contacts with the substratum. Microtubule dynamic instability increases. (c) During prophase, astral microtubules probe the cytosol,
making contacts with other microtubules, chromosomes, and the actin-rich cortex. (i) HSET may localize between antiparallel astral microtubules. Minus-end directed
movement of HSET would thus promote centrosome coalescence. (ii) Astral microtubules are captured at kinetochores by the Ndc80 complex, thus forming kinetochore
microtubules. Low-tension attachments activate the SAC, which provides time to correct the errors. By contrast, merotelic attachments are poorly sensed by the SAC and may
persist. (iii) Dynein is delivered to the actin-enriched cortex preferentially in the vicinity of cortical cues, which are concentrated at opposite cellular poles. Cortical dynein then
captures astral microtubules, and minus-end directed movement of dynein exerts tension that pulls centrosomes to the poles. (d) Tug-of-war between kinetochore
microtubules and chromosomes results in alignment of chromosomes along the metaphase plate, although some chromosome lagging occurs, signifying that the cellular
milieu is in some way abnormal for attachment. Tug-of-war between dynein, HSET, and other microtubule motors results in a net force that tends to pull some of the
centrosomes to one pole and some to the other. Owing to their common final destination, each group of centrosomes forms a cluster. (e) Attainment of the requisite tension or
stretch across kinetochores satisfies the SAC and initiates anaphase onset. Sister chromatids separate, although some missegregation occurs. (f) Daughter cells experience
low-grade aneuploidy, permitting survival and possibly promoting tumorigenic phenotype

Although HSET knockdown in HeLa cells does result in a
minor attenuation of spindle pole focusing, central spindle
stability, and microtubule density, along with a mild augmentation of spindle breadth, the occurrence of a bipolar
Cell Death and Differentiation

anaphase remains unimpeded.94 HSET inhibition also results
in shortening of the spindle in HeLa cells, suggesting that
HSET promotes spindle lengthening and pole separation.
These results suggest that, at least in HeLa cells, HSET
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resides between parallel rather than anti-parallel microtubules. When a motor protein walks toward the minus-end of
one microtubule, carrying a parallel microtubule as its cargo,
spindle lengthening and thus spindle pole separation are
achieved.97 However, other data emphasize that HSET may
reside between antiparallel microtubules because it promotes
spindle pole coalescence. For instance, HSET knockdown in
cells with centrosome amplification results in pole separation,
which antagonizes centrosome clustering into two polar
groups.6 Moreover, HSET has been shown to antagonize
the pole-separating activity of Eg5 in human pancreatic
cancer CF-PAC1 cells.93 When Eg5 alone is knocked down,
monopolar spindles form, suggesting that unopposed HSET
activity results in excessive inwardly directed force. Simultaneous knockdown of both Eg5 and HSET restores spindle
pole separation in majority of cells. Thus, HSET contributes to
centrosome coalescence, and we envisage that HSET may
accomplish this task by cross-linking and sliding antiparallel
microtubules, as depicted in Figure 2. The case may be that
HSET preferentially cross-links and slides antiparallel microtubules for clustering just before metaphase, but then it
facilitates spindle pole separation through parallel microtubules during anaphase, although mechanistic details are
lacking for this model.
In normal cells, the two centrosomes mask the requirement
for HSET in normal spindle biogenesis. In certain transformed
cell lines, HSET and NuMA play overlapping and therefore
redundant cellular functions, in which case HSET may be nonessential for centrosome coalescence.6,98 Differential dependence on HSET may indicate that various cell types have
evolved distinct clustering mechanisms. Owing to the seemingly nonessential role of HSET in nontransformed human
cells, HSET offers immense promise as a novel chemotherapeutic target for ‘centrosome-rich’ cancers, including those
of the breast, prostate, bladder, colon, and brain.
Dynein. The role of dynein in centrosome clustering appears
to be complex and somewhat elusive. In some cancerous
(UPCI:SCC114 oral squamous cells) and noncancerous
(Colcemid-treated or hMps1-overexpressing HEK293) cells
with supernumerary centrosomes, displacement of dynein
from the spindle results in centrosome declustering.99 Thus,
it appears that spindle-localized dynein is required for
centrosome clustering in these cell lines. However, when
human keratinocytes and fibroblasts are transfected with
HPV16 E7 protein, which triggers centrosome amplification
and dynein delocalization from the spindle, centrosome
clustering is not inhibited.100 Thus, in some cell lines, dynein
localization to the spindle is dispensable for clustering.
Similarly, in Drosophila S2 cells, dynein knockdown does
not impact clustering.6,101 These data suggest that dynein
may not be required at all for clustering in some cell types.
Furthermore, when UPCI:SSC114 cells are treated with the
centrosome-declustering drug griseofulvin, dynein is not
delocalized from the spindle.8 Similarly, in HeLa cells
infected with Chlamydia trachomatis (a bacterium that
promotes centrosome amplification, clustering inhibition,
and possibly cervical cancer development), centrosome
clustering is suppressed even though dynein remains
spindle-localized.102 Therefore, spindle localization of dynein
is insufficient for centrosome clustering in the presence of

griseofulvin or C. trachomatis. Altogether, these studies
suggest heterogeneity in clustering mechanisms across
species and between human cell types, both transformed
and nontransformed.
The prediction that dynein may have a role in centrosome
clustering would be commensurate with dynein’s extensive
involvement in mitotic progression, centrosome assembly and
localization, spindle organization, and positioning. Dynein at
the kinetochore may be involved in kinetochore–microtubule
attachment and SAC silencing.103 The dynein/dynactin
complex not only transports a variety of proteins (including
several others that promote microtubule nucleation) to the
centrosome104–108 but also nucleates microtubules itself.109
Dynein/dynactin is also necessary for centrosomal retention
and focusing of microtubules, regulation of mitotic spindle
positioning and length, and migration of interphase
cells.110–112
To conjecture how dynein might contribute to clustering,
insight can be gained from current models describing how
dynein positions centrosomes and the spindle in nontransformed cells with normal centrosome numbers. In one model,
dynein/dynactin is delivered to the cortex during mitosis by
microtubule plus-ends.112,113 Cortex-anchored dynein then
walks along astral microtubules causing the microtubules to
slide along the cortex, pulling centrosomes and the spindle
toward the cellular periphery.112,114,115 The final position of
each centrosome is determined by the balance of pulling
forces directed outward by dynein and other outwardly-pulling
motors (e.g., myosin) versus inward by other motor proteins
(e.g., HSET). In cells with supernumerary centrosomes that
exhibit clustering, the net force exerted on each centrosome
by motor proteins may point to one or the other of two poles.
Nonhomogenous distribution of dynein/dynactin, as has been
found in HeLa cells,116,117 and/or cortical cues91 could orient
the force vectors toward one or the other pole. Clustering
would then be accomplished by virtue of the various
centrosomes having a common final destination. The shared
roles of dynein and HSET in clustering are depicted in
Figure 3.
ILK. Integrin-linked kinase (ILK) is a multifunctional protein
that works at two sub-cellular locations. Firstly, it localizes to
focal adhesions where it regulates the actin cytoskeleton.
Then, ILK localizes to centrosomes and modulates the
mitotic apparatus from there.118,119 Among its various mitotic
effects, ILK is necessary for the interaction between two
microtubule-binding proteins, TACC3 and ch-TOG.119 In
breast cancer cell lines that exhibit centrosome amplification,
ILK inhibition suppresses clustering via a mechanism that is
independent of its role in focal adhesions, but rather requires
TACC3 and ch-TOG.92 The Drosophila TACC3 homolog,
D-TACC, is also necessary for clustering in S2 cells.6
D-TACC associates with and stabilizes both the plus- and
minus-ends of astral and spindle microtubules.120 Mammals
possess three TACC proteins, one of which is crucial for
clustering.92 TACC3 localizes to the centrosome and spindle
microtubules during mitosis and, like D-TACC, it regulates
the length and number of spindle microtubules.120 TACC
proteins recruit the MAP ch-TOG to the centrosome where
they form a complex;118,120 however, ch-TOG promotes
polymerization of microtubule plus-ends and antagonizes
Cell Death and Differentiation
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Figure 3 Cooperation of cortical dynein with HSET. Microtubule motors generate outwardly and inwardly-directed forces (the directions of which are indicated by purple
and light blue arrows, respectively) to accomplish centrosome clustering. (1) Loss of HSET and other inwardly-directing motors (e.g., spindle dynein) results in declustering
owing to unopposed cortical dynein-mediated pulling toward cortex. (2) The pole-coalescing force generated by HSET partially antagonizes the pole-separating force
generated by dynein. The balance of forces directs centrosomes to one of two poles. (3) Loss of cortical dynein is theorized to result in collapse of the spindle to a single focus
owing to unopposed activity of HSET between anti-parallel microtubules

their depolymerization by MCAK.121 TACC3 and ch-TOG are
required for clustering in human breast BT549 and prostate
cancer PC3 cells.92 Additional work is required to elucidate
the details of how the ILK-TACC3-ch-TOG triad cross-talks
with other components of the clustering machinery in space
and time.
Relying on instability: microtubule dynamicity is important for clustering. In recent years, research from a few
groups including ours has turned the spotlight onto a property
of microtubules that is central to their biological function, viz,
their dynamic instability, as a key requirement for effective
clustering of supernumerary centrosomes. Treatment of
cells exhibiting amplified centrosomes with drugs that gently
attenuate microtubule dynamicity, such as griseofulvin8 or
bromonoscapine,122 induces declustering of supernumerary
centrosomes, leading us to postulate that microtubule
dynamicity is an important requisite for centrosome clustering. Although centrosome declustering drugs are very
Cell Death and Differentiation

different in many respects – for instance, griseofulvin is an
antifungal whereas bromonoscapine is a derivative of the
antitussive drug, noscapine – the attribute they share is the
ability to subtly attenuate microtubule dynamic instability and
selectively kill cancer cells. A recurring theme throughout
studies of spindle and centrosome positioning is that
balancing various cellular forces is crucial for proper
alignment and, in many cases, perturbing any one force
has dramatic consequences. We therefore propose that
microtubule dynamic instability provides another vital force to
the balance needed for pseudo-bipolar centrosome clustering. Indeed, microtubule depolymerization can generate a
force 10 times greater than that of a microtubule motor
protein.123 The force of microtubule plus-end depolymerization has a crucial role in generating the tension that pulls a
chromatid from its sister.124–126 In fact, in fission yeast, minus
end-directed motor proteins are entirely dispensable for
poleward motion of chromosomes – the force generated by
microtubule depolymerization is sufficient.127
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In our view, the force of K-fibers pulling the kinetochore
must be complemented by an equal and opposite force of the
kinetochore pulling K-fibers and hence the centrosome. As a
result, microtubule depolymerization at the kinetochore must
exert tension on centrosomes that is directed away from the
cortex. Depolymerization of astral microtubules (which would
result in cortex-directed motion) should be less impactful
because there does not seem to be a mechanism to harness
the work of depolymerization at the cortex like there is at the
kinetochore (discussed next). As chromosomes are located
within the center of the cell during early mitosis, the tension
of K-fiber depolymerization is, more specifically, directed
toward the cell-center. Our speculative model, illustrated in
Figure 4a, depicts how we envisage this ‘inwardly-rectifying’
tension from depolymerization contributes to pole-focusing.
Although the force of K-fiber depolymerization alone is
unlikely to be sufficient for clustering, it seems likely that it is
necessary in cancer cells for clustering. If the inwardly
rectifying force at kinetochores is insufficient, as illustrated
in Figure 4b, forces directed outward to the cortex are
unchecked and the centrosomes are scattered. Other
inwardly directed forces, such as those contributed by HSET,
are hypothesized to partially rescue clustering.
There is ample empirical evidence to support the idea that
tension at the kinetochore is a crucial clustering mechanism.
There has recently been identified a host of proteins
necessary for clustering in oral squamous cancer
UPCI:SCC14 cells.61 Among these were many proteins
involved in generating and/or sensing tension at the kinetochore. For instance, clustering was inhibited by knockdown of
certain Ndc80 proteins (viz, HEC1, SPC24, and SPC25) and
shugoshin. The Ndc80 complex, part of the outer kinetochore,
is involved in not only capturing kinetochore microtubule plusends but also coupling the force of their depolymerization to
chromosomal movement.128 Shugoshin protects sister-chromatid cohesion during early mitosis, which is necessary to
generate tension across the kinetochore, and also senses this
tension.129 Knockdown of SPC24 in UPCI:SCC14 cells
results in decreased interkinetochore distance, which is an
indication of decreased tension. Likewise, loss of shugoshin
produces decreased interkinetochore distance as well as
increased labeling of kinetochores with BubR1 (BubR1
upregulation is not observed in SPC24 knockdowns because
SPC24 is required for BubR1 retention at the kinetochore).
Altogether, these experiments demonstrate the importance of
kinetochore tension in clustering.
Finally, more support for the tension hypothesis of centrosome clustering comes from our studies of declustering drugs.
Treatment of HeLa cells with bromonoscapine122 and MCF-7
cells with griseofulvin130 results in upregulation of BubR1,
implying a loss of tension across the kinetochore or an
absence of attachment to one or more kinetochores.122
Clearly, in cells with supernumerary centrosomes, microtubule dynamicity promotes transkinetochore tension, which
appears necessary for the overall force balance required for
centrosome clustering. Mild attenuation of dynamic stability in
noncancerous cells appears to be harmless, as griseofulvin
and bromonoscapine are apparently nontoxic to healthy cells.
We speculate that clustering mechanisms may be like a
‘house of cards’ or a ‘house built on the sand,’ more delicate

and susceptible to relatively minute perturbations of the force
balance. By contrast, healthy cells may either possess a
number of redundant fail-safe mechanisms or simply not
require such precision in force balance as they have two
centrosomes during mitosis. Moreover, different cellular
processes may exhibit disparate thresholds for inhibition by
microtubule stabilization. For instance, some processes,
perhaps unique to cancer cells, may be inhibited by the
slightest degree of microtubule stabilization, whereas other
normal cellular processes may be more robust in withstanding
dynamicity perturbations. The threshold for inhibiting clustering might be very low as compared with that for disrupting
quotidian cellular activities. Therefore, we believe that drugs
which selectively trigger centrosome amplification and also
cause persistent declustering in cancer cells are invaluable
tools in our anti-cancer arsenal.
In summary, centrosome clustering utilizes processes
present in all normal cells, seizing and deploying these
mechanisms for the purpose of managing extra centrosomes
and appropriating the side benefits of tumorigenesis. Cancer
cell lines differ in detail regarding the precise clustering
mechanisms used and clustering efficiency, which probably
reflects the presence of differential selection pressures that
shape tumors at various stages of their progression.
Disperse and Destroy: Induction of Spindle Multipolarity
as an Attractive Anticancer Strategy
Too many centrosomes may prove bane or boon to cancer
cells depending on whether the cell is able to cluster them
neatly at opposite poles. Clustering may confer survival
advantages and promote malignancy by predisposing the cell
to CIN via merotelic microtubule–kinetochore attachment and
genome missegregation.63,64 When ‘low-grade’ (i.e., survivable)
missegregation results in the loss of a gene that promotes
faithful chromosome segregation and maintenance (or gain of
another copy of a gene that disturbs these processes), then
the cell acquires CIN – essentially, the ability to shuffle its
genome until a stable, malignant phenotype is procured.131 By
contrast, in the absence of clustering, supernumerary centrosomes result in spindle multipolarity, which may cause
aneuploidy of a mortally high grade. Alternatively, multipolar
cells may arrest in mitosis and succumb to death via other
mechanisms,63,122 as depicted in Figure 4c. Given the
lethality of the multipolar state, induction of high-grade spindle
multipolarity constitutes a novel chemotherapeutic strategy
whose efficacy holds much promise. Moreover, declustering
of supernumerary centrosomes to achieve multipolarity
should specifically target cancer cells and pose no apparent
threat to most healthy tissues, unlike the majority of current
anticancer remedies, drugs and radiation alike. Understanding the mechanisms by which the few known declustering
agents operate can pave the way for rational design and
synthesis of cancer cell-specific and thus ‘kinder and gentler’
chemotherapy.
Agents
of
selective
destruction:
declustering
chemotherapeutics
Griseofulvin. The nontoxic antifungal, griseofulvin, induces
declustering in various human cancer cell lines in a
Cell Death and Differentiation
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Figure 4 Kinetochore tension as a crucial centrosome clustering mechanism. (A) Model of kinetochore-facilitated clustering: (1) Outwardly-directed, dynein-mediated
tension, Fd (direction indicated by purple arrows), is partly offset by inwardly-directed, kinetochore-mediated tension, Fk (direction indicated by cyan arrows). (2) The sum of the
forces, Fnet (direction indicated by magenta arrows), is directed to one or the other pole. (3) As a result, centrosomes are brought closer together, although kinetochoremediated tension alone is probably insufficient to overcome outwardly-directed forces. (4) HSET between antiparallel microtubules provides further inwardly-directed tension,
permitting tight clustering. (b) Model of declustering without kinetochore-generated tension: (1) Without tension at the kinetochore, dynein is unopposed. (2) As a result,
centrosomes are pulled toward the cortex, and (a) if HSET is present, some pole-focusing occurs, although this is insufficient to cause centrosomes to coalesce; however, (b)
without HSET, complete declustering results. (c). Induction of robust declustering results in multipolar spindle formation and cell death. On the left, a human prostate cancer
PC3 cell exhibits severely high-grade multipolarity. On the right, a multipolar cell of the same line succumbs to mitotic catastrophe. (microtubules ¼ red; DNA ¼ blue)

concentration-dependent manner.8 Griseofulvin has garnered much attention for its anticancer potential, as it
suppresses proliferation of tumor cells at doses that are
nontoxic to nontransformed cells (viz, normal human
fibroblasts and keratinocytes). The antiproliferative effect of
griseofulvin is correlated with both its antimitotic action and
its ability to induce declustering. Among several 20 -substituted derivatives of griseofulvin, the one with the highest
Cell Death and Differentiation

potency also has the greatest ability to induce declustering,
suggesting that declustering contributes to both inhibition of
mitosis and cell proliferation, although noncorrelative studies
are needed to validate this possibility. The precise mechanism by which griseofulvin accomplishes declustering remains
largely unexamined; however, a novel idea is that attenuation of microtubule dynamicity may vitiate clustering ability
and thereby execute declustering. Griseofulvin suppre-
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sses dynamic instability independently of MAPs and does so
at doses below those necessary to cause microtubule
depolymerization.132 Griseofulvin may therefore realize
declustering by hampering dynamic instability, a mechanism
we suspect is integral to centrosome clustering.
Noscapinoids. In line with this notion, bromonoscapine (also
known as EM011), a derivative of the nontoxic, poppyderived antitussive, noscapine, suppresses dynamic
instability and centrosome clustering.122 This drug simply
dampens microtubule dynamic instability without causing
depolymerization, overpolymerization, or otherwise noticeably impacting microtubule ultrastructure. Like griseofulvin,
bromonoscapine causes G2/M arrest followed by apoptosis;
however, bromonoscapine-treated cells also succumb to
death by another pathway: multipolar mitosis.122 Synchronized HeLa cells treated with bromonoscapine experience
centrosome amplification followed by declustering and then,
if able to overcome mitotic block, proceed to divide in an
aberrant fashion to produce multiple, highly aneuploid,
inviable daughter cells. Although bromonoscapine induces
centrosome amplification in cancer cells, there is no
evidence to date that the drug has any untoward effects on
centrosome copy number, spindle bipolarity, or the viability of
noncancerous cells.133 As a result, it seems that bromonoscapine selectively targets cancer cells for centrosome
amplification and declustering. The mechanism by which
bromonoscapine attenuates microtubule dynamicity is currently under investigation. Some clues to its modus operandi
come from the finding that bromonoscapine impairs plus-end
association of the plus-end-tracking proteins, EB1 and CLIP170.122 Whether the failure of these proteins to plus-end
track is a cause or consequence of microtubule stabilization
warrants further investigation.
Phenanthrene-derived PARP inhibitors. Some phenanthrene-derived poly-ADP-ribose polymerase (PARP) inhibitors also exhibit cancer cell-specific declustering.134 PARP-1
expression is upregulated in various human cancers135 but
downregulated in others,136 suggesting a complex role for
this protein in tumorigenesis. Treatment of tumors exhibiting
centrosome amplification with the phenanthrene-derived
PARP-1 inhibitor, PJ-34, results in clustering inhibition,
spindle multipolarity, and death by mitotic catastrophe.134
By contrast, treatment of normal proliferating cells with high
drug concentration (i.e., 2–3 times greater than necessary for
complete PARP-1 inhibition) for several days has no
discernible effect on spindle morphology, centrosome integrity, mitosis, or cell viability. PARP-1 is involved in detection
and base-excision repair of DNA strand breaks, initiation of
the DNA damage checkpoint, and apoptosis,135 activities not
plainly related to clustering. However, PARP-1 has been
implicated in centrosome amplification.136 Furthermore, in
their screen for clustering proteins in S2 cells, Kwon et al.6
identified a PARP, tankyrase-1, and a putative PARP-16
homolog as molecules critical for clustering. Considering that
PARP-1 inhibitors induce declustering, these drugs evince
great potential for cancer cell-specific chemotherapy.
High-grade spindle multipolarity: its power and payoff.
Given the clinical promise presented by declustering agents
such as griseofulvin, noscapinoids, and PARP-1 inhibitors,

the next logical step would be to enhance declustering
efficacy by designing and quantitatively evaluating analogs of
these lead small molecules for their ability to trigger deathinducing spindle multipolarity. Small molecules that trigger
the most robust multipolarity would be desirable to minimize
the chances of unwittingly producing any progeny that may
escape death because they harbor ‘low-grade’ tumorpromoting aneuploidy.
A fairly common obligate intracellular bacterium,
C. trachomatis, which causes the sexually transmitted disease
chlamydia, may also have the potential to shed some light
on mechanisms involved in declustering. In host cells,
C. trachomatis forms an inclusion that associates closely with
the host centrosome, induces centrosome amplification, and
somehow inhibits the cell’s clustering machinery.102 Given the
bacterium’s controversial relationship with cervical cancer,137
much may be gained by analyzing its impact on centrosome
declustering.
Contrary to present-day cancer treatments, which are
notoriously toxic, declustering agents offer the prospect of
mitigating chemotherapy-related side effects in a groundbreaking way. Declustering itself should not have any impact
on cells that do not rely on clustering (such as normal adult
cells), thus providing cancer cell-specific action. As cancer
cells rely on centrosome clustering for survival, they represent
an Achilles’ heel in cancer cells, and this vulnerability can be
exploited for chemotherapeutic ends. Given how frequently
centrosomes are amplified in cancer cells – and not in adult
human cells – agents that induce spindle multipolarity hold
tremendous promise as the next generation of cancer cellselective, non-toxic chemotherapeutics. An interesting avenue for investigation would be to examine whether cancer
cells’ increased need for centrosome clustering proteins
translates into an upregulation of clustering protein expression and/or activity, which might make them invaluable cancer
biomarkers. Thus, centrosome clustering mechanisms are
attractive theranostic targets that could hold the key to
unraveling, as well as subduing, the surreptitious enemy
named cancer.
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